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ABSTRACT

A college outreach engineering education program designed for high school students was implemented in a community college using the three principles of K-12 engineering education, namely, product design, science knowledge, and mindset development. The means of transforming a science question into a design driven one was illustrated using examples and projects from the fields of astronomy and bio-optics. The relevant scientific principles were presented by introducing various iterated designs in an interactive learning environment. A high school level research component using astronomy and bio-optics-related public data was also implemented to enrich the students’ exposure to numerical processing techniques accessible in Microsoft Excel. Examples including solar events driven by magnetic field topology, cosmological images generated by IllustrisTNG Project, muon flux data, Killer T-cell motion, and wound assay cell migration are used in the teaching of iterated designs. A Path Diagram assessment model based on a LISREL computation scheme with learning intent and engineering mindset as latent variables was used to gauge the effectiveness of an implementation, the results of which would be used in the subsequent semester’s implementation of the research component. The materials developed in a College Now course, where high school students take a research course at a community college, would be readily adaptable to other four-year college programs. The possible future incorporation of an introductory engineering course for high school student education, using the MIT low-cost $100 muon detector and Fermi Lab QuarkNet muon scintillation detector, is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Gen Z students, with birthdays starting from 1997 (Ref 1), are facing considerable challenges with declining literacy, numerical and problem solving skills according to the 2015 ETS report (Ref 2). Another 2015 survey shows that only 12% of the Gen Z students would learn by listening such as classroom environment (Ref 3). The automation impact on jobs have been reported as changes in six clusters (Ref 4, 5). The six reported clusters are doers, crafters, technicians, facilitators, providers, and solvers. A high school curriculum is the foundation for college education. It is beneficial for high school students to have some acquaintance in engineering concepts before entering a college engineering program. The three principles of K-12 engineering education, namely, design, science knowledge, and mindset development, explained by Linda Katehi (Chancellor of the University of California Davis and Chair of the Committee on K-12 Engineering Education in the National Academy of Engineering and National Research Council Center for Education) on her report to Congress (Ref 6), have been implemented in an outreach program employing project-based learning in
Astronomy and bio-optics within a college setting. Given that physics is a required subject for engineering education in most colleges, the implementation of using physics lessons to train high school students in the learning of design would need an independent assessment model.

The use of correlation in an education assessment model is a common practice where a task outcome could have a correlation with the corresponding task assignment for a class of students. When there are several correlations, the combined modeling approach could be less obvious. A Path Diagram assessment model based on a LISREL computation scheme has been used (Ref 7). The learning intent and engineering mindset as latent variables were used to gauge the effectiveness of the implementation, the results of which would be used in the subsequent semester’s implementation of the research component.

**GENERAL DESIGN TRAINING**

The transformation of a regular physics problem to a design question can be done using the regular textbook physics problems, and has been discussed by us (Ref 8). The use of calculus facilitates the transformation such that the rate of change indicated by a trend on a graph could induce a design question with respect to a change. Examples include velocity versus reachable height, safety angle for leaning a ladder, static friction supporting pure rolling, kinetic friction versus ramp angle, etc. The first design could be an answer to a question using the trend in a simplified model while an iterated design would correspond to refined modeling with an addition constraint. For example, an instructor can take the basketball throwing example in Chapter 3 of Coletta (Physics Fundamentals Physics Curriculum & Instruction; 2nd edition 2010) and ask how to deliver a first-aid package onto a higher balcony. A location versus angle (or speed) plot would yield a graphical trend with an understanding of the projectile motion knowledge (Ref 8). The use of complex notation is also interesting. The vertical direction kinematics equation would be an equation with an expression \( y = v_0t + 0.5at^2 + y_0 \). An equation of \( y = 45t + 0.5(-9.8)t^2 - 120 \) represents an object thrown upward 45 m/s from a well with a depth of 120 m from ground level. The equation has a solution of \( t = 4.59 + 1.85\sqrt{(-1)} \) for reaching ground. A solution with \( \sqrt{(-1)} \) component means that \( 45*(4.59 + 1.85\sqrt{(-1)}) + 0.5*(-9.8)*[4.59 + 1.85\sqrt{(-1)}] = 0 \). It is trivial to show that the \( \sqrt{(-1)} \) terms add up to zero and rewriting the numerical expression would give a modified depth for initial velocity value of +45 m/s. The extra interpretation of a modified reachable height is a design innovation question to the students, made possible by the use of complex notation. Students having strong confidence in algebra should be able to handle the explanation with algebraic steps. The next question on the other solution of \( t = 4.59 - 1.85\sqrt{(-1)} \) is interesting as well. The situation carries a similar interpretation of a modified depth reachable by a -45 m/s downward throwing situation.

Project-based learning is a holistic approach for the development of innovation in an engineering mindset. Project-based learning solves each individual problem when it arises. Examples in foundational mechanics, optics, and particle counting in a college outreach program for high school students have been presented (Ref 9). For example, the Stanford University Solar Research Center has a high school exercise on the understanding of magnetic reconnection using a rubber band (Ref 10). The exercise can be delivered with numeracy skill training. The tension of a rubber band can be calibrated with a spring scale such that the stretching energy could be modeled numerically. A triangular rubber band pattern could be the first design to illustrate the release of energy in magnetic reconnection. The first design has a physics explanation in terms of force equilibrium and stored potential energy changes. A subsequent modification to the first design, such as the use of a polygon pattern, would provide iteration opportunity to develop an engineering mindset.
PROJECT-BASED APPLIED RESEARCH

Our Physics Department offers a college level astronomy course for high school students through B-tech Program for those interested in Business. The hands-on labs include light refraction, telescope optics, laser interference/diffraction, element identification by spectroscopy, and an evening viewing using a Meade 16-in telescope. Our Department also offers a research course for high school students via our College Now Program. An applied research component for the understanding of solar events using cosmic ray and spacecraft public data has been implemented with deployable Microsoft Excel algorithms suitable for high school setting. An example of a solar reconnection event is described in this paper. The reports of the magnetic field topology influences on solar eruptions have been published (Ref 11, 12). The magnetic field topology can be studied in the magnetic charge topology (MCT) model in which magnetic pole forces can be described conceptually by the use of high school mathematics (Ref 13). The movie data of Reference Eleven is also available with individual time frames for further study (Ref 14). Image processing can be done using ImageJ, a free software from NIH USA (Ref 15). The first analysis design could be the analysis of the brightest signal spatial positions in terms of time frames so that a speed in numerical value of pixel per second can be obtained using Microsoft Excel. The next level of analysis design could be the change of brightness histogram, and brightness outcomes along the horizontal axis can be analyzed in terms of average and deviation. In a third level iterated design, the frequency would be modeled as Shannon information entropy, which equals \(-p \log(p)\) with \(p\) as the probability in communication engineering, for those high school students who are interested in image processing. A typical image is shown in Figure 1 after image conversion to 8 bits. A shift between two brightness histograms associated with the studied solar eruption is shown in Figure 2. The Shannon information entropy was about 5.3 bits for time frame at 11 sec and about 5.9 bits for time frame at 19 sec, with timing defined in Reference 14.

![Figure 1: The 8-bit image of SDO AIA 17.1 nm on 2014 November 9 at time frame = 19 sec displayed in Reference Fourteen.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)
An applied research component for the understanding of Killer T-cell motion is described in this paper. The Killer T-cell research was published and the movie data “Killer T Cell: The Cancer Assassin” is available from Cambridge University or Youtube for download (Ref 16, 17). Correlated random cell motion analysis had been reported by us in 2009 based on the analysis of tetraploid cancer cell motion video data (Ref 18), and also by other researchers in 2017 and 2018 based on stem cell motion video data (Ref 19, 20). A high school level analysis method has been developed. A single frame in the Killer T-cell video, Figure 3, can be analyzed with simple kinematics. The first design could be to collect data on the right edge positions of the Killer T-cell and the left edge positions of the cancer cell versus time, shown in Figure 4. The upper dataset representing the Killer T-cell had a coefficient of variation CV of about 0.084 while the lower dataset representing the cancer cell had a CV of about of 0.083. A second iterated design would be the separation of the motion analysis into two parts. At time = 55 sec, the Killer T-cell exhibited a temporary protrusion at the unengaged free edge, shown in Figure 5. Whether this extra protrusion could be viewed as an extra anchor of the Killer T-cell in the tug of war with the cancer cell is an interesting question when more videos are available. We know that cancer cells can use integrin related mechanism to migrate to the brain through the cerebrospinal fluid system without crossing the blood brain barrier (Ref 21). For the time duration preceding the free edge protrusion, the Killer T-cell dataset CV was about 0.065 and the cancer cell dataset CV was about 0.058. For the time period after the free edge protrusion, the Killer T-cell dataset CV was about 0.030 and the cancer cell dataset CV was about 0.041. The cancer cell motion showed more variation when compared to the Killer T-cell motion as if the Killer T-cell protrusion was effective in enhancing the Killer T-cell gripping of the cancer cell. A third iterated design would be the Shannon entropy computation in terms of brightness histogram variation, which is expected to be related to the internal cellular processes such as actin movement (Ref 22). Although Fluorescence microscopy data collection is not on our outreach program course in Spring Semester 2018, about 20% high school students expressed interests in bio-optics learning and returned in Summer Semester 2018 for a second opportunity.
Figure 3: An 8-bit image representing the interaction between a Killer T-cell and cancer cell. The Killer T-cell is on the right and the cancer cell is on the left at time frame = 57 sec.

Figure 4: Cell edge distance (arb unit), versus time (sec), upper T-cell, lower cancer cell

Figure 5: An 8-bit image representing the interaction between a Killer T-cell and cancer cell. The Killer T-cell is on the right and the cancer cell is on the left at time frame = 55 sec, timing defined in Reference Seventeen.

Another analysis of cell migration in a wound assay would offer a deeper inquiry of cell collective motion beyond a first design with velocity related questions. A wound assay movie from Newcastle University has been available in the public domain (Ref 23). A typical frame, with brightness contrast processed by ImageJ for easy viewing, is shown in Figure 6. A typical raw brightness profile, a single-pixel width digitization window without brightness contrast processing, along a studied image is shown in Figure 7 in which the edge...
positions can be obtained for velocity related questions. A second iterated design could involve a study of the brightness variation in terms of the coefficient of variation values and whether the brightness variation is symmetrical in the right side and left side of the gap in the image. A third iterated design could involve a study of the brightness percent increment when comparing two adjacent pixels, defined as \( \frac{(A2-A1)}{A2} \) in Excel notation, shown in Figure 8. The histogram of the brightness percent increment is shown in Figure 9 in which the width would be the volatility. The volatility of the gap sub-region brightness would be much lower when compared to the volatility of the left or right sub-region adjacent to the gap. The cell population vitality could be represented by the time dependent volatility values, given that cell vitality and viability are both important measures in regenerative medicine (Ref 24). Measuring vitality without using fluorescent signals could be an improvement (Ref 25). One of the Summer Semester projects was “Carbon nanotube effect on breast cancer cell wound assay healing study” using established methods (Ref 26). Our fiber optics equipment, including phase contrast microscopy and sub-micron probes, have also been used for near field bio-optics experiments with high school students (Ref 27).

**Figure 6**: An image extracted from the studied wound assay video of Reference 23.

**Figure 7**: Typical brightness profile of a studied wound assay video frame.
Figure 8: Brightness percent increment of the data shown in Figure 7.

Figure 9: Histogram of the brightness percent increment shown in Figure 8.
Regression analysis, which requires an independent variable, has been an important data analysis procedure in the STEM curriculum. The practice of analyzing several variables in terms of multiple regression and latent variable techniques would give a holistic perspective. An example that addresses the application of latent variable modeling to assess an outreach program for high school students using the LISREL software is presented. A start step by step instruction set for running LISREL on Windows had been published by us (Ref 28), and the steps are included here for easy reference. The step by step procedure for using the free LISREL student version are described as the followings. (1) Calculate the data and put in the random noise as columns in a spreadsheet, with first row containing variable names, then save as CSV format, then put the CSV in a folder. (2) Open LISREL, File/import data, open CSV file and save as LISREL system file, computer would echo the variable names. (3) File/new/path/, give a name for the path diagram of the postulated latent variable relationship to the data. (4) Setup/variable, click add-variable, click system file, click browse for system file, then computer would echo the variable names, then click add-latent, “int1” and “int2” (in this case). (5) Draw path, by dragging the items displayed on the left panel. (6) Select basic model, standard solution, just above the path diagram. (7) Setup/ build lisrel syntax and then File/run.

An example of education assessment is displayed in Figure 10. The “intent” latent variable loads onto the calc1 and calc2 data from an assessment task in solving a physics problem using calculations. The “mindset” latent variable loads onto the design-1 and design-2 data from an assessment task in a research project. The path diagram example could serve as an assessment of “intent of learning” with an engineering mindset. The data used is displayed in Figure 11 for readers interested in further analysis in terms of alternative path diagrams, covariate sensitivity, etc.

![Path Diagram](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie)

**Figure 10:** The LISREL software result for the postulated “learning with intent: with engineering mindset model, illustrated by a path diagram.
DISCUSSION

The incorporation of an introductory engineering course for high school student education using low-cost optics, such as the $100 muon monitoring device from MIT, is not yet practical in our opinion (Ref 29, 30). The high school students in our College Now program showed difficulties in handling the tiny electrical components. And even when experienced faculty helped out in the circuit construction, some electrical components were still not available as of July 2018 with a purchase order dated March 2018. Our Queensborough Community College QCC is a member of the Fermi Lab QuarkNet. We have received QuarkNet equipment to enable us to build muon scintillation detectors to characterize cosmic ray events for high school deployment so that students can be enriched directly in their high school environment (Ref 31). Even without the MIT $100 muon detector, high school students can still do data analysis on the muon flux collected by our muon detectors using the QuarkNet technology. The fluctuation of muon flux is a more subtle concept when compared to solar brightness variation driven by magnetic field topology or image brightness variation driven by actin related cell morphology. Nevertheless a muon flux phenomenon can still be parametrized with numerical values. An example of muon flux collected by a Fermi Lab QuarkNet muon scintillation detector at QCC Physics is shown in Figure 12, with a first muon flux suppression event occurred at New York local time 23:00:54 September 10 2017. The coefficient of variation CV for a duration of 100 data points was computed, and the results for several durations are shown in Figure 13. The gradual increase of the CV values preceding the first muon flux suppression event, registered by a QuarkNet muon scintillation detector at QCC, would suggest a volatility mechanism with a prolonged duration, within the high school level concepts of average and standard deviation (Ref 32). The cosmic ray data analysis using muon and neutron data from other stations is important to keep up the various interests of high school students when they are asked to polish many scintillation slabs for photon noise reduction at each slab’s boundary, and our data are uploaded to Fermi Lab for their staff to analyze.
There are usually five to ten high school students each year who are interested in doing advanced projects to support their applications to the most competitive colleges. The Yale University crumpled paper fractal example for high school students was found to integrate well for students using the ImageJ fractal analysis method (Ref 33). For example, the evaluation of the dark matter density simulation results can be performed in ImageJ (Ref 34). The simulation images of “Reference 34 – Figure 2” were converted to 8-bit resolution, shown in Figure 14. The fractal dimension and entropy values of the simulation images were computed, shown in Figure 15. It is interesting to note that the fractal dimension of the dark matter density upon extrapolation to earliest detectable epoch would be around 1.97, consistent with a correlated randomness interpretation of dark matter density in the published cosmological galaxy formation simulation study in the IllustrisTNG Project.

**Figure 12:** Muon flux count vs. time (every 5 min) starting from 9/9/2017 at 11:25:54 local time.

**Figure 13:** Coefficient of variation (for a duration of 100 data points) versus time of the data shown in Figure 12. The displayed line is for visual guide.
Fractal dimension analysis can also be applied to bio-optics image analysis when high school students show interests. For example, a Liver Wildtype image and a Liver TEAD2-DN image with hematoxylin and eosin staining were available (Ref 35, 36). The 8-bit conversion images are shown in Figure 16. The fractal dimension values were computed using ImageJ. The Wildtype image brightness showed a fractal dimension of
1.726 with CV = 0.231. The DN image brightness showed a fractal dimension of 1.718 with CV = 0.227. The Wildtype brightness had a higher fractal dimension and CV, suggesting that an expected higher metabolic activity in the Wildtype could be measured with brightness fluctuation parameters like fractal dimension and CV.

Figure 16: The 8-bit conversion of “Ref-35 Figure S-6” Liver Wildtype image (left) and Liver TEAD2-DN (Dominant- Negative) image (right).

Project based learning in astronomy and bio-optics in an outreach program for high school students would improve numeracy skill and the iterated designs would develop engineering mindset. A latent variable assessment model would offer a checking guidance concerning the outreach program effectiveness, and also would be used in the subsequent semester’s implementation. The fact that only 12% of the Gen Z students would learn by listening, such as classroom environment, demands new teaching methods with more hands-on exercises (Ref 3). The materials developed in a College Now course, where high school students take a research course at a community college, would be readily adaptable to other four-year college programs. A recent study shows that the Gen Z students who are high frequency digital media users are at risk in developing symptoms of Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder ADHD (Ref 37). Another recent report also found that the use of digital technology would counteract the so called “Attention Enhancement Effects of Green Spaces” due to the fatigue in the capacity of paying attention in the context of Attention Restoration Theory (Ref 38). Whether the exercises described above could alleviate the ADHD symptoms is an interesting question for future studies.

For those high school students having much higher SAT scores than most STEM students in a community college, the implementation of research projects for them in a subsequent semester is challenging since they all aim to continue onto competitive colleges. Our photomultiplier tube (PMT) electronics and nanosecond pulse instrumentation in the muon detector construction project are handled by college students with sufficient background, while the cutting and polishing tasks of plastic slabs doped with fluorescent hydrocarbons for scintillation are available for the high school students. Our confocal laser microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, infrared spectroscopy, etc. used in the carbon nanotube effect on breast cancer cell project are handled by experienced college students while our stereo microscope and wound assay healing instrumentation are available to the high school students. The continued analysis of data in the public domain in the Spring Semester to the Summer Semester would uplift the self-confidence of a high school student when he/she receives an instrumentation which requires minimal skill, and also would remove the stress when a data collection fails to generate usable data for analysis during the short summer session. However there was one exceptional case that QCC data could supplement online data with contributions from high school students having high SAT scores. The QCC muon detectors offer a unique opportunity for high school students to appreciate high energy physics instrumentation such as the plastic scintillation detector calibration using the CERN muon beamline (Ref 39). A QCC muon detector response function would convolute with a scintillator light pulse to yield a waveform displayed on a gigahertz scope. A muon going through two consecutive detectors would generate two light
pulses such that a third pulse from a third consecutive detector could become a predictable event, with proper oscilloscope triggering. The predictability would be violated when there is an additional layer that dissipates the muon energy. A muon could leave the second detector and lose extra energy in the additional layer before entering the third detector, shown in Figure 17. In other words the violation of the predictability of the third detector could be used to infer the presence of an additional layer, the principle of muon tomography. An understanding of the de-convolution mathematics was a bit difficult for the participating high school students so the pulse characteristics (such as height, width, area, etc) were used to select an event that showed two similar pulses on the first two detectors. The third detector response prediction with and without an additional layer were tested. The QCC triplet detectors, each equipped with a 0.75 inch plastic scintillation slab, was able to detect the presence of an additional plastic scintillator slab with a thickness of 2.5 inches at about 40% signal attenuation (measured/predicted = 0.7), shown in Figure 18. Setting an attenuation detection limit at 10% would give S/N around 3, which could be further improved with statistics. The extra scintillation slab can be viewed as a latent detector with no readable output, and the last detector voltage output could be used to infer the existence of a latent detector. Besides showing the muon tomography principle and possible applications, the investigation of slow muon with a stacking of multiple detectors at various separations given a thick attenuation layer would be appropriate at the high school level (Ref 40). Adding a magnet could demonstrate the principle of the Muon g-2 experiment as well for the high school students (Ref 41). Detailed study of each detector’s signal could be used to locate the muon directions of some particular events relative to a star such as Polaris, and also be archived as a supplement database to muon archival data in terms of counts per second at various water meter equivalent depths for cosmic ray and solar physics studies in astronomy. Basically the grunt work of polishing and testing the recycled plastic scintillation slabs and PMT equipment from Fermi Lab are unavoidable, and the outreach instructors need to balance the grunt work and the development of the mindset of a young investigator.

![Figure 17: The QCC triplet detectors containing an extra scintillation layer for muon energy dissipation, with possible muon path indicated by arrows. The asymmetrical geometry offers comparisons.](image-url)
Figure 18: Oscilloscope voltage outputs (V) of detector1 (blue), detector2 (orange), and detector3 (gray) versus time (second) for the extra scintillation slab setup shown in Figure 17. The three PMT detectors were operated outside their optimum ranges sharing a single applied bias voltage and the Dupont Tyvek materials were not used to cover the extra scintillation slab in the high school student project.

The design training is crucial for the development of an engineering mindset, starting from the first semester research course to the subsequent summer session research project for the participating high school students, and learning assessment will enable continued improvement in an outreach program. Grunt tasks such as polishing recycled scintillation slabs, testing previously used photomultiplier tubes, preparing Petri dish cancer cells for wound assay healing migration imaging, capturing images from standard optical set ups, aligning samples for measurements in standard bio-optics equipment, running ftp data download and processing data, programming code migration from FORTRAN to a newer language such as MS Excel-VBA in the same operating system, looping through parameters inside stored simulation-procedure, etc., are the skills required at the technician level without much scientific critical thinking. An outreach programs that includes the training of engineers and scientists must contain iterated designs, new insights or alternative evaluative criteria, and hypothesis generation. In other words, the grunt tasks that are replaceable by the advancing AI technology in five years or so must be supplemented by scientific critical thinking tasks in an outreach program that recruits motivated high school students to select STEM careers beyond the technician level (Ref 42). Even a high school student project on an ecology study of bacteria in the near-by park that used a standard Biolog instrumentation could be supplemented with a literature survey of Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization- Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry, and be expected to provide some judgment linked to critical thinking in bio-engineering advances (Ref 43). The learning assessment rubric in our outreach program second semester research project has four deliverables, (1) delivery of an acceptable product at a technician level, (2) surveying of literature with judgment linked to critical thinking as a young investigator/solver (Ref 4, 5), (3) discovery of new findings or alternative evaluative criteria to supplement published results, (4) generating design hypothesis with a cost estimation of consumables within a realistic budget for at least one future project.

CONCLUSIONS

The three principles of K-12 engineering education, namely, design, science knowledge, and mindset development have been implemented in a College Now outreach program designed for high school students. The
Microsoft Excel enabled exercises in project-based learning strategy can be evaluated with latent variable models. Knowing that smartphone radiation may reduce figural memory capacity in the studied adolescents, a latent variable assessment model could include figural memory scores as data (Ref 44, 45). Future studies could include an investigation of the effectiveness of the integration of project-based learning and applied research into Teacher Professional Development Programs, the development of a SAT II high school exam on engineering, etc.
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